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ABSTRACT
Magnetic nanoparticles that bind with drugs are regarded as innovative, convenient, and highly efficient systems of drug delivery. In this
study, the magnetic nanoparticle Fe2O3 was synthesized using the chemical co-precipitation method and modified with meso-2,3dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) to prevent the aggregation of nanoparticles. Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) was immobilized on
the surface of DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticles by electrostatic attraction. DMSA-Fe2O3 and DMSA-Fe2O3 loading DOX (DMSAFe2O3@DOX）were characterized by transmission electron microscopy, vibrating sample magnetometer, ultraviolet and visible
spectrophotometer, and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, respectively. The results indicated that DOX can be successfully loaded
on the surface of nanoparticles. The optimal condition was observed at a DOX concentration of 17μg/mL, adsorption time of 12 h and
pH of 8.9 in magnetic nanoparticles suspension (1mg/mL), achieving a DOX loading rate as high as 87%. DMSA-Fe2O3 did not exhibit
significant cytotoxic activity with regard to HepG2 cells; activity was slightly higher in DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX-treated cells compared to
cells that were treated with DOX alone.
Keywords: Iron oxide, magnetic materials, doxorubicin hydrochloride, nanoparticles, drug targeting.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, cancer is one of the most dangerous threats to
human health, worldwide. It was estimated that 11,660,290 new
cancer cases and 580,350 cancer deaths would occur in the United
States alone in 2013 [1]. Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) is one
of the most efficacious drugs in the treatment of a broad range of
cancers, including those of the breast, lung, and stomach, as well
as sarcoma. Nevertheless, cardiotoxicity [2] and acquired
resistance [3] limit its clinical application. A satisfactory solution
is to design targeted drugs that not only deliver the drug to the
tumor sites, but also protect normal cells from the unwanted toxic
side effects [4]. In this respect, Fe2O3 nanoparticles have been

widely used in drug delivery, because of their high level of
biocompatibility and specificity [5-9].In the present study, we
investigated a simple and effective approach for targeting DOX.
The Fe2O3 nanoparticles were synthesized and modified by
anionic compound meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid DMSA,
which was modified on the surface of nanoparticles to prevent
their aggregation. Furthermore, complex DMSA-Fe2O3 possesses
a hydrophilic surface and functional groups, such as carboxylic
groups, which may be further connected with DOX molecules to
form a targeted drug.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis.
Fe2O3 nanoparticles were synthesized according to the
method reported [10-12]. Approximately 5.16 g of FeCl3·6H2O
and 3.54 g of FeSO4·4H2O were dissolved in 100 mL deionized
water in a three-necked flask under mechanical stirring.
Subsequently, 12 mL ammonia solution (25%, w%) was rapidly
added to the above solution. The solution immediately became
black and the mixture was allowed to react for 40 min under the
condition of N2 flow. The formed Fe3O4 nanoparticles were
washed immediately with distilled water five times by magnetic
separation, and distributed in 400 mL deionized water with pH
3.0. The Fe3O4 nanoparticles were then oxided into a more stable
formation (Fe2O3) by air pump under mechanical stirring for 2 h at
90°C. The Fe2O3 nanoparticle suspensions were consequently
dispersed in 800 mL deionized water with a pH of 2.7, regulated
by hydrochloric acid. Added to a solution of DMSA (0.2596 g)
that was dissolved in slight amounts of acetone, the magnetic
nanoparticle suspension was mechanically stirred for 4 h at room

temperature. A generated coffee-colored product was then
separated from the solution by a magnet. The particles were
sequentially washed three or four times with deionized water.
According to electrostatic attraction, DOX was immobilized on
the surface of DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticles [13]. In brief, DOX was
firstly dissolved in deionized water (20 mL), and various amounts
were added to the DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle suspension and
incubated at room temperature for 12 h to explore conjugation
efficiency. The DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle solution was then
incubated in the same concentration of DOX for different times
and at different pH values. The mixture was centrifuged and the
DOX concentration in the supernatant was measured using
ultraviolet and visible spectrophotometer (UV) at a wave length of
234.0 nm. The mass of conjugated DOX can be calculated by
comparison with the standard DOX concentration curve.
2.2. Cell culture.
HepG2 cells (a human hepatoma cell line) were acquired
from the Chinese Academy of Sciences and cultivated at 37°C in a
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humidified 5% CO2 incubator in RPMI-1640 supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml
streptomycin. The cells were in the long phase prior to the
following experiments.
2.3. Cytotoxicity and morphology assessment.
HepG2 cell cytotoxicity of the DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle,
DOX, and the DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX nanoparticle was assessed
using MTT assay. The cells were seeded in 12-well plates and
treated with specific concentrations of these three materials.
Untreated cells were used as a control group, and cell viability was
examined after 24 h, 36 h, and 72 h of incubation. A total of 100
μl of MTT solution (5 mg/mL) was added to each well, which
contained 1 ml of media, and these were incubated for 4 h at 37 °C
in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. The media with MTT
solution was subsequently removed and crystals of formazan from
each well were suspended in 1 ml of dimethylsulfoxide. The plate
was left on a shaking platform for 5 min, and the absorbance was
recorded on a Microplate Reader at the length of 570 nm. The cell
viability fraction (%) was calculated as:

Cell viability fraction (%) = mean experimental absorbance/mean
control absorbance×100. Each assay was repeated at least three
times.
Changes in cells morphology were determined by light
microscope TELAVAL 3 and transmission electron microscope
JEOL-1200EX. The cells were cultured with IC50 concentrations
of DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle, DOX, and DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX
nanoparticle for 24, 48, and 72 h. They were then chipped into
tissue blocks of 1.0 mm3 on ice, immediately put into 3%
glutaraldehyde in cacodilate buffer at 4°C for 2 h, and
subsequently post fixed in a 1% osmium-tetroxide phosphate
buffer solution for 1 h. The samples were then dehydrated in a
graded ethanol series with acetone, and permeated and embedded
in epoxide resin. Semithin sections of approximately 75 nm were
prepared and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and were
examined under an JEOL-1200EX transmission electron
microscope.

3. RESULTS SECTION
Fe2O3 magnetic nanoparticles were synthesized using coprecipitation under a controlled condition. The synthesis of Fe2O3
magnetic nanoparticles, the modification of DMSA, and the
loading of DOX, respectively, are shown in Fig. 1 [14, 15].

Figure 2. TEM micrographs for DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticles and particle
size distribution.

The micrographs of the DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticles and the
size distributions are shown in Figure 2, which confirms the
formation of Fe2O3 nanoparticles as being spherical in shape, and
their average size is approximately 10 nm. They can disperse
stably in distilled water.

Figure 1. The process and mechanism of Fe2O3 magnetic nanoparticle
synthesis, modification of DMSA and the loading of DOX.

The aggregation of un-modified Fe2O3 nanoparticles can
generally be easily formed. To improve colloidal stability during
the process of Fe2O3 nanoparticle and DOX interaction, the
nanoparticles were coated with DMSA, which can link to their
surface via the linkage of chemicals such as Fe-S [16]. Addition
of DMSA to the surface of nanoparticles can improve dispersion
in water because the addition of –COO- functions on the surface of
nanoparticles affords a repulsive barrier. Moreover, positive drugs
can be attached by negative ionic bonds, such as DOX [17].

Figure 3. Room temperature magnetic hysteresis loop of DMSA-Fe2O3
nanoparticles.

As shown in Figure 3, saturation is observed around 3000
Oe, with a magnetic moment of 52.68 emu/g. Since the magnetic
properties of materials are influenced by small size [18], the
coercivity of DMSA-Fe2O3nanoparticles is close to zero, so they
show a superparamagnetic property.
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Figure 4 shows the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
spectra of DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticles, DOX, and DMSAFe2O3@DOX. In spectrum a, the major characteristics of DOX
peaks for the N-H bending, C=O absorbance band, and N-H
stretching are observed at 1616, 1730, and 3327 cm-1, respectively.
In spectrum b, the presence of weak methylene peaks at 2924 and
2852 cm-1, indicating that DMSA remained on the surface of
Fe2O3 nanoparticles after modification. The sharp peaks at 634
and 586 cm-1 are Fe-O lattice vibration (stretching and bending
vibration) [14]. In spectrum c, the major characteristics suggested
that the strong and wide peak at 3394 cm−1 was related to the OH
group vibrations, which had an overlap with NH2 group vibrations.
The presence of primary N-H groups in the drug molecular
structure was detected in the IR spectrum at 1614 cm−1, truly
confirming the existence of the DOX on the nanoparticles.
Characteristic DOX N-H group peak shifted from 1616 to1614
cm−1 ( v=2 cm−1)20. It can also bededuced that the DOX is
efficiently loaded on the NPs. Other peaks in spectra showed a
good consistency with the peaks, as evidenced by the pure DOX
and Fe2O3-DMSA spectra in Figure 4.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra: a) DOX; b) DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle; c) DOX
loaded on DMSA-Fe2O3 nanoparticle.

The loading capacity of DOX on DMSA-Fe2O3
nanoparticles was determined by UV spectrum at 234 nm, which
is calculated by the difference in DOX concentrations between the
original DOX solution and the supernatant solution after loading.
Adsorption ratio (AR) of drug is defined using the following
equation:
AR(%)=[mass of DOX initially added-mass of DOX in
supernatant]/mass of DOX initially added ×100 (%)
As shown in Figure 5c, the adsorption ratio of DOX
increased with increasing DOX concentration, which is attributed
to the effect of complexation of drug with surfactant. The effect of
various times (2-22h) on the AR can be evaluated by DMSAFe2O3 hydrogel. The optimal loading time was approximately 12h
(Fig.5a). The maximum AR of the hydrogel was observed at a pH
of 8.9 (Fig.5b), which was attributed to complete deprotonationof
the carboxyl groups of DMSA-Fe2O3. During alkalinization, the
DMSA-Fe2O3 released more –COO, which can be linked with
DOX.

Figure 5. The effect of various factors on the adsorption ratio of DOX by
DMSA-Fe2O3. a) loading time; b) loading pH; c) loading concentration of
DOX.

The HepG2 cell cytotoxicity of DMSA-Fe2O3
nanoparticles, DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX nanoparticles, and DOX was
evaluated by MTT assay after 24, 48, and 72 h of incubation. Our
data showed that magnetic nanoparticles did not exhibit significant
cytotoxic activity in HepG2 cells (Fig. 6). When treated with
DMSA-Fe2O3 magnetic nanoparticles, approximately 90% of the
cells survived (Fig. 6), which is consistent with the results of
previous studies. In turn, DOX and DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX
nanoparticle treatment resulted in great increasing HepG2cell
inhibition (Fig. 6). Compared with DOX, the viability of HepG2
cells treated with DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX was lower. Moreover,
lethality increased with increasing time, indicating a timedependent effect in vitro. The increased cytotoxicity was likely
due to improved DOX cellular uptake by the DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX
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drug delivery system.In addition, the optical microscopic and
TEM observations confirmed the MTT results, as shown in Figure
7. The untreated HepG2 cells attached to the plate in a normal
shape. However, the cells treated with DOX and DMSAFe2O3@DOX showed sharp morphological changes (Fig. 7A).
These cells were shrunken, and we observed a massive
detachment from the culture plates, which indicated that these
cells may have undergone cell death.At the same time, the
mitochondria membrane and nucleolus vanished in the DMSAFe2O3@DOX group (Fig. 7B), demonstrating their synergistic
anticancer activity. Typical apoptotic morphology became more

apparent in cells treated with DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX, than that in
cells treated with DOX alone, while convoluted nuclei with
cavitations, fragmentation of the nucleus, and apoptotic bodies
were observed after treatment with both DOX and DMSAFe2O3@DMSA. There was almost no evidence of apoptosis in the
control group and DMSA-Fe2O3 group, which reliably supports
the hypothesis that DMSA-Fe2O3@DOX could enhance DOXinduced cell apoptosis.Cell viability decreases with increasing
concentrations of equivalent doses of DOX or nanoparticle and
this is expressed as a percentage of the control value.

Figure 6. Cytotoxicity of DMSA-Fe2O3 magnetic nanoparticles, DOX and DMSAFe2O3@DOX on HepG2 cells after 24, 48, and 72 h of incubation.

Figure 7. Morphological observation of HepG2 cells, untreated (control) and treated with DMSA-Fe2O3 magnetic
nanoparticles, DOX and DMSA-Fe2O3 @DOX at a concentration of 9.0 µg/well and 24 h. A: Optical microscopic
images of HepG2 cells. B: Transmission electron microscopic observation of HepG2 cells.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we successfully synthesized DMSAFe2O3@DOX via a simple and effective method. The DOX
loading rate was as high as 87% after optimizing reaction
conditions. Drug loading on superparamagnetic nanoparticles can

be delivered to the desired site, which is of significance for cancer
target therapy. It also indicated that DMSA-Fe2O3 did not show
any significant cytotoxic activity in HepG2 cells, whereas it was
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slightly more cytotoxic for HepG2 cells treated with DMSA-

Fe2O3@DOX than those treated with DOX alone.
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